Introduction
In recent years, submicroscopic structural variants (SVs) have been found to be widely distributed throughout the human genome where they represent an important component of genetic variation and phenotypic diversity (CONRAD et al. 2010b; IAFRATE et al. 2004; SEBAT et al. 2004; SHARP et al. 2005) . These include deletions, duplications, insertions and inversions, STANKIEWICZ and LUPSKI 2010) . However, the majority of both non-recurrent pathogenic CNVs and those observed in the normal population do not appear to proceed by NAHR but instead show, at most, limited microhomology at the breakpoint junctions (CONRAD et al. 2010a; VISSERS et al. 2009 ). Multiple pathways might catalyze the formation of such junctions, including the best described nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) pathway of DNA double-strand break repair (LIEBER 2010; LIEBER and WILSON 2010) , alternative end joining pathways recently implicated in chromosomal translocations (BOBOILA et al. 2010; MCVEY and LEE 2008; SIMSEK and JASIN 2010) , and entirely distinct pathways in which stalled replication structures are processed by mechanisms variably known as template switching or microhomology-mediated break-induced replication (MMBIR) (HASTINGS et al. 2009a; LEE et al. 2007 ).
To date, these mechanisms have largely been inferred by examination of human CNV breakpoint sequences (CONRAD et al. 2010a; KORBEL et al. 2007; VISSERS et al. 2009 ). To begin to explore CNV mechanisms experimentally, we recently reported a system in which normal human fibroblasts were treated with the replication inhibitor aphidicolin (ARLT et al. 2009 ).
Treatment was associated with a substantially increased frequency of new CNVs in subclones, as detected by array comparative genome hybridization (aCGH). The observed CNVs were generally consistent with many normal and pathogenic human CNVs and suggested either template switching or nonhomologous repair formation mechanisms (HASTINGS et al. 2009a; LEE et al. 2007; LIEBER 2010; LIEBER and WILSON 2010) . However, the resolution of the aCGH method used left uncertainty as to the full spectrum of CNVs that are induced by aphidicolin as compared to those observed in the human germline.
To address these issues, we have explored and optimized various methods for detecting CNVs and other SVs with a focus on those with sufficient power and low enough cost for routine 6 experimentation. We report an in-depth analysis of two complementary technologies, high density SNP arrays and whole genome mate-pair sequencing, and use them to compare aphidicolin-induced CNVs to the baseline constitutional CNVs in the same experimental samples. Our software platform, VAMP (BIRKELAND et al. 2010) , was expanded to support the many bioinformatics aspects of the study. We found a surprisingly low correspondence between array and sequencing methods in the detection of constitutional SVs and accordingly identified more than 600 SVs by mate-pair analysis that were not previously known from systematic arraybased studies (CONRAD et al. 2010b; PARK et al. 2010) . A much higher method correspondence was observed for aphidicolin-induced CNVs mainly because these events were consistently larger than most constitutional CNVs even when the higher resolution of mate-pair sequencing was brought to bear in the analysis.
Materials and Methods

Human cell lines.
All experiments were performed with normal human fibroblast cell line HGMDFN090 (090), which was obtained from the Progeria Research Foundation Cell & Tissue Bank (Peabody, MA). The source individual is a female of European descent with a normal 46,XX karyotype who does not carry the mutation for Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria. Two aphidicolin-treated subclones of 090 that contain novel induced CNVs, called A3A2 and A1A1, have also been described that were obtained prior to immortalization of 090 (ARLT et al. 2009 ).
More recently, 090 was immortalized by stable transfection with vector pBABE-Hygro-hTERT (COUNTER et al. 1998) . A hygromycin-resistant clone was isolated, expanded and called 090D2.
Parental (i.e. not aphidicolin-treated) SNP array and mate-pair analyses were performed with 090D2 when specified. Genomic DNA was prepared from cell lines using the Blood & Cell Culture DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen).
SNP microarrays.
Microarrays were the Illumina HumanOmni1-Quad BeadChip, which has both SNP and non-SNP probes selected by the vendor to optimize the detection of human CNVs. One g of genomic DNA was submitted to the University of Michigan DNA Sequencing Core for labeling, array hybridization and scanning according to the manufacturer"s instructions. X, Y, Log R Ratio and B Allele Frequency values were obtained using Illumina BeadStudio.
Mate-pair sequencing. Twenty to forty g of genomic DNA were used to construct mate-pair libraries using the Illumina Mate Pair Library Prep Kit followed by paired end sequencing by the University of Michigan DNA Sequencing Core according to the manufacturer"s instructions. Image analysis and base-calling were performed using Illumina programs Firecrest and Bustard, respectively.
Data analysis.
All further data analysis was performed using an expanded version of our VAMP software platform (BIRKELAND et al. 2010) SNP microarray analysis was performed using moving average windows of 5, 10, 20 and 50 probes and a threshold of 5 standard deviations from the array mean. Candidate genome regions identified with these parameters were subjected to further filtering during visualization that required the best segment call within a region to have either (i) a change in the log 2 of the intensity ratio (log2R) of at least 0.15 or (ii) a change in the B allele frequency of informative probes of at least 0.083, as well as (iii) a Z statistic of at least 7. The Z statistic is the deviation of the average value of a contiguous segment of probes relative to the average value over all probes in the array, expressed as the number of standard errors of the array mean. Thus, Z is influenced by the absolute deviation of a segment, the number of probes within it, and the noise level of the array. All passing genome regions were individually examined and CNVs manually adjusted and committed. Constitutional CNV analysis was performed on 090D2 array data alone. A3A2 was analyzed using 090D2 as the normalization reference.
For mate-pair sequencing, mapping filters allowed up to 5 mismatches relative to hg18, including indels, and up to 10 initial genome map positions per read. The combined 090 data, used to detect constitutional CNVs and which acted as the reference for detecting induced CNVs in A3A2 and A1A1, merged four sequencing lanes, two derived from 090 libraries, two from 090D2 libraries. Candidate genome regions were identified by seeking sets of anomalous fragments as described in BIRKELAND et al. 2010 and Supplementary Methods. Sets were subjected to filtering during visualization that required them to have (i) no more than 40% promiscuously mapped fragments, (ii) a fractional overlap of no more than 90%, (iii) an average fragment size deviation, , of no more than 3 population SD, (iv) no more than 40% of fragments where  exceeded 2 SD, and (iv) no more than 10% of fragments in the region contributed by the reference sample (comparative studies only). For insertions, an additional filter required that the set contain at least 5 fragments. All passing sets were individually examined and manually committed.
CNV segments predicted by SNP arrays and mate-pair sequencing were finally compared to each other, to an analysis of 090 performed using PennCNV (WANG et al. 2007) , and to CNVs from published compendia (CONRAD et al. 2010b; PARK et al. 2010) . Two events were declared as matching if the overlap of the two spans was at least 5% of the larger of the two spans.
Conclusions were not substantially different when calculated at a match threshold of 33%, given that most events showed either no match or a strong match of >50% ( Supplementary Figures 9   and 10 ).
Breakpoint analysis. For a subset of CNVs detected by mate-pairs, a single PCR primer pair was designed that flanked the anomalous junction predicted by the analysis in Supplementary Figure 3 . Occasionally, the first primer pair failed to give a product, but in most such cases products were obtained by moving the primers to different positions nonetheless consistent with the same junction. All products were then subjected to standard sequencing. 
Results
Detection of aphidicolin-induced CNVs.
We first sought to compare the ability of SNP microarrays and mate-pair sequencing (Table 1) Table 2 were detected by at least one of the three methods and subsequently validated, in two cases by confirming loss of heterozygosity of informative SNPs in the deleted region (A3A2 Chr7 and A1A1 Chr13) (ARLT et al. 2009 ) and in all other cases by flanking PCR and sequencing of the junction (Supplementary Table 1 ). Although concordance was high, no one technique identified all novel CNVs in the samples. As a trend, microarrays were least robust at detecting the smallest events because discovery algorithms are strongly influenced by the probe count. Not limited by probe density, mate-pair sequencing detected three new events not called by either the SNP array or aCGH (A3A2 Chr4, A1A1 Chr1 and A1A1 Chr16; Table   2 ), even though these could be appreciated in array data once attention was directed to the region. All were copy number gains, which can be difficult to detect by microarray due to their smaller signal deviation, a limitation not applicable to mate-pair sequencing as it detects novel junctions directly. Mate-pair sequencing in turn failed to detect a pericentromeric deletion on A3A2 Chr7 that because of repeat content had too many artifactual mappings for reliable event calling. The A1A1 deletion on Chr13 was also missed, almost certainly as a result of the lower sequencing coverage of this sample (Table 1) .
When using optimized filtering parameters (see Experimental Methods), the list of candidate new CNVs returned from A3A2 SNP array data did not include any false positives. A larger number of false-positive CNVs were returned as candidates from mate-pair data, approximately 20 per sample. These false events all failed to show the expected change in coverage of the normal ~3kb fragments within the putative CNV and were not corroborated by array data, in contrast to real events ( Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure 11 ). They also consistently had only two crossing mate-pairs and thus likely correspond to stochastic artifactual fragments or mappings. These artifacts were easy to dismiss with experience, but visual inspection of all candidate events was necessary and CNV calling was most reliable when parallel array and mate-pair data could be compared.
Detection of constitutional CNVs. We next sought to explore the content of constitutional CNVs in 090, for comparison to induced CNVs and to better understand the capabilities of the methods. Table 3 shows the number of copy number gains and losses called from SNP array and mate-pair sequence data, grouped according to their correspondence to the other detection method (see Supplementary Table 2 for a complete list). Consistent with other human individuals (CONRAD et al. 2010b; KORBEL et al. 2007; PANG et al. 2010; PARK et al. 2010; WHEELER et al. 2008 ), more than 10 3 CNVs were discovered, with more losses than gains (1513 vs. 146, respectively). Unlike induced CNVs, a surprisingly large number of constitutional CNVs were called by only one of the two detection methods (1329, 80% of all CNVs; Table 3 , rows A-C; see Figure 2 for examples). A small number of events were judged to be falsely negative calls (Table 3 , row D). Other failed detections were attributable to technical limitations, in particular having too few array probes (Table 3 , last column) or too small an event size for mate-pair detection. However, even after these factors were considered, many
CNVs that might have been detected by both methods were not.
We entertained many explanations for the low concordance between SNP arrays and mate-pairs. First, VAMP might give poor detection of CNVs from SNP array data. Use of other CNV calling algorithms such as PennCNV (WANG et al. 2007 ) did not improve the concordance, however (Supplementary Figure 9) . Moreover, the array data in genomic regions called as matepair-specific CNVs were not statistically different from the array average (Table 3 , rows H and I
and Figure 3 ). This dichotomy could not be attributed to a specific array run (Figure 3 ). An alternative would be that VAMP substantially over-called CNVs from mate-pair data. Many observations suggest this is not the case. The three categories of mate-pair CNVs showed little or no quality difference in the number of associated mate-pair mappings or rate of base mismatches in associated reads (Table 3 , row J and K and Supplementary Figure 12) . Also, when mate-pair-specific CNVs had adequate array probe coverage, the fraction that matched a known human CNV remained very high (Table 3 , row E).
Interestingly, the category of mate-pair-specific SVs having too few SNP probes for array detection (Table 3 , last column, row G) was noticeably different in having a low rate of correspondence to human CNVs detected by ultra-high density aCGH (Table 3 , row E) (CONRAD et al. 2010b; PARK et al. 2010) . We looked for systematic factors that might make these events amenable to mate-pair as opposed to array detection. Most CNVs created by underlying inversions were not well sampled by the SNP array (66, 94% of all inversion CNVs; Table 3 , row L), perhaps because they were relatively small (median size 1.6 kb, range 0.1 to 20 kb). A majority (67%) of mate-pair events with insufficient array probe coverage contained short tandem repeat elements (BENSON 1999) whose contraction might lead to size loss by a non-CNV mechanism (Table 3 , row M). Some mate-pair-specific events also likely represent simple deletions of mobile repetitive elements, such as LINEs and HERVs, for which array probes often cannot be meaningfully designed (e.g. Figure 2D ).
Finally, we examined the smaller number of CNVs identified by SNP arrays but not mate-pairs. The array statistics for these events were consistently robust (Table 3 , rows H and I
and Figure 3 ) and they once again showed a high concordance with known human CNVs (Table   3 , row E).
In summary, most constitutional event calls could be validated either internally by virtue of detection by both methods or externally by correspondence to known human CNVs, despite the low concordance between SNP arrays and mate-pairs. Mate-pair-specific SVs were the largest unvalidated group, so we randomly selected 35 such events and attempted to amplify the anomalous junctions by PCR (Supplementary Table 1 ). These SVs encompassed most observed event types, including CNVs with and without sufficient probes for array detection. Only two had been previously described by systematic array studies (CONRAD et al. 2010b; PARK et al. 2010) . Nearly all showed a PCR product consistent with the predicted SV (31/35, 89%, Supplementary Table 1) , confirming the high reliability of mate-pair calls.
Fine structure of aphidicolin-induced CNVs. Mate-pair sequencing was very robust at describing SV structures. With regard to aphidicolin-induced CNVs, this included recognition that one breakpoint of a deletion on Chr15 fell 0.4 kb from a known human population CNV, as well as the unambiguous characterization of the two alleles underlying a homozygous deletion on Chr3 ( Figure 1A and B). Most strikingly, mate-pairs described the precise structure of a complex inversion that created two duplication segments on Chr4, an event difficult to detect and impossible to describe from array data alone ( Figure 1C ). Similar observations held true for constitutional events, including the identification of CNVs associated with 38 inversions with a median inverted segment size of 2.3 kb (range 0.1 to 28 kb, Supplementary Table 2) .
last and most important goal was to compare constitutional and aphidicolin-induced SVs to explore the hypothesis that replication stress induces events typical of human polymorphic CNVs and whether the detection method had any effect on this conclusion. As expected, the size distribution of constitutional 090 SVs matched the pattern described for other human individuals and the human population (CONRAD et al. 2010b; KORBEL et al. 2007; PANG et al. 2010; PARK et al. 2010; WHEELER et al. 2008) , with an inverse correlation between size and frequency down to a lower detection limit of roughly 1 kb (Figure 4 ). Array CNVs matched many known human CNVs particularly closely, as expected since the SNP array was designed to target these events.
Mate-pair events showed a slightly different pattern in being very sensitive for small gains and losses in regions not as easily sampled by arrays, but overall the methods gave a similar result that most constitutional CNVs (~94%) were smaller than 10 kb.
In marked contrast to the constitutional CNVs, 93% of aphidicolin-induced CNVs were larger than 10 kb (median 148 kb; Figure 4 ), a data set that includes all aphidicolin-induced CNVs we have described previously (ARLT et al. 2009 ), in the current study, and in ongoing unpublished analyses using Illumina 1M SNP arrays. We noted this different size distribution previously but did not know whether it might simply reflect a bias of arrays against detecting small induced events (ARLT et al. 2009 ). In contrast to the deliberate over-sampling of constitutional CNV regions, most induced CNVs are sampled at the average density of 0.37 probes per kb, so that ~14 kb are required to cross the five probes needed for CNV calling.
Mate-pairs are not subject to this limit and indeed were readily able to detect constitutional changes as small as 1 kb (Figure 4 ). Despite this, mate-pairs did not reveal a new and more frequent class of small aphidicolin-induced CNVs in two different subclones. Some new aphidicolin-induced CNVs were discovered by mate-pairs that were indeed smaller than those previously known from aCGH, but these were nonetheless larger than 10 kb (Table 2) . Thus, nonhomologous mechanisms must also account for most observed constitutional CNVs regardless of size.
Aphidicolin-induced and constitutional
Despite the different size distribution, examining the exact breakpoint structure of all available sequenced aphidicolin-induced and human constitutional homology-independent CNVS did not reveal an obvious difference when comparing either aphidicolin-induced CNVs to constitutional CNVs or large CNVs to small CNVs (Supplementary Table 1 and not shown).
Thus, aphidicolin-induced CNVs appear typical of all larger nonhomologous CNVs.
Discussion
Much recent work has been devoted to the description of CNVs and other SVs in the human genome. We approached this problem from the specific perspective of optimizing an experimental cell system being used to probe the environmental and genetic influences on SV formation (ARLT et al. 2009 ). The combined data provide a strong basis for comparing the properties of induced and constitutional CNVs as well as their methods of detection.
Constitutional compared to replication stress-induced CNVs. We have described the constitutional SVs in a female of European descent who is not one of the commonly studied individuals. We nonetheless observed a very similar overall pattern of genetic changes as previous studies (CONRAD et al. 2010b; KORBEL et al. 2007; PANG et al. 2010; PARK et al. 2010; WHEELER et al. 2008) , including the number of SVs observed and the relatively small ~2.5 kb median event size (Table 3 , Figure 4 , Supplementary Table 2 ). Similar to human population studies (CONRAD et al. 2010a) , we infer that the majority (~75%) of SV junctions were formed by homology-independent mechanisms regardless of event size and type, a fact confirmed in the 14 new junction sequences reported (Supplementary Table 1 ). The potential impact of these changes on shaping inter-individual variation is evident in the 180 distinct genes having at least one exon affected by a SV (Supplementary Table 3 ). Importantly, the event list here contained >600 previously undocumented SVs. Although some of these may have been missed in population studies due to methodological considerations below, some likely represent low frequency population polymorphisms or private alleles in our individual.
Relative to the constitutional CNVs, aphidicolin-induced CNVs showed a much larger median size of 148 kb and exclusive utilization of homology-independent mechanisms ( Figure 4 and Supplementary Table 1) . Importantly, although most constitutional CNVs are smaller than 10 kb, larger homology-independent events are still readily observed in most individuals (CONRAD et al. 2010a; CONRAD et al. 2010b; KORBEL et al. 2007; PANG et al. 2010; PARK et al. 2010; WHEELER et al. 2008) . Thus, aphidicolin-induced CNVs are best described as mainly correlating to the subset of germline SVs that are both larger and homology-independent ( Figure   4 ). Several factors might contribute to this pattern. First, we have analyzed only two aphidicolin-treated subclones and eleven observed CNVs by the higher resolution mate-pair method. Non-technical factors include that constitutional events in any human individual have been subjected to a much greater negative selection pressure than what we observe in cell culture. This almost certainly skews population polymorphisms toward smaller events inherently less likely to disturb gene function. An interesting corollary observation is that most human pathogenic CNVs are large, including nonhomologus CNVs (VISSERS et al. 2009 ), but once again these have mostly been discovered using low resolution arrays (COOK and SCHERER 2008; KIROV et al. 2009; MILLER et al. 2010; STANKIEWICZ and BEAUDET 2007; TAM et al. 2009; ZHANG et al. 2009 ).
A non-exclusive possibility is that the mechanisms contributing to formation of constitutional CNVs are more diverse than those stimulated by aphidicolin. This is certainly true for the subset of small SVs manifest as changes in VNTRs or mobile genetic elements. Beyond these special cases, we found no obvious structural signature that could distinguish the nonhomologous junctions that characterize most aphidicolin-induced and constitutive CNVs of any size, although sequence information is scant for constitutional CNVs above 30 kb.
Regardless of size or source, most CNVs are variably characterized by microhomologies, blunt ends and/or short inserted sequences, features that might result from many mechanisms including NHEJ, alternative end joining, MMBIR and template switching (HASTINGS et al. 2009a; LEE et al. 2007; LIEBER 2010; LIEBER and WILSON 2010; MCVEY and LEE 2008) . It cannot be judged from current data whether aphidicolin induces just a subset of these mechanisms that are more diversely utilized in constitutional events, or whether some unknown feature causes the same mechanism(s) to be used for joint formation but with a tendency toward larger segment jumps when inhibited replication is the underlying stimulus.
SNP arrays compared to mate-pair sequencing. Overall, mate-pair sequencing had the best power for describing SVs as compared to 1M feature SNP arrays. This was apparent not only in the increased detection of bona fide induced and constitutional events, but also in the markedly superior descriptions of their underlying structure (Tables 2 and 3 and Figures 1 and   2 ). Array analysis nonetheless had its advantages, among them a much greater simplicity and lower cost. Moreover, because arrays use an entirely different basis of detection they often helped to clarify mate-pair data and uniquely detected a number of events. Indeed, the best descriptions of SVs were undoubtedly obtained when array and mate-pair data could be compared.
The failed correlations of arrays and mate-pair sequencing highlight the limitations of each technique. An overriding issue was the strong dependence on the genome locations sampled by the array design. Human population CNVs are often small (~1 kb) but could be detected by the 1M feature SNP array because these regions were deliberately over-sampled.
This obviously limits arrays for detection of unknown small events sampled at the average array density, such as might be induced in our cell system or underlie a pathology of interest.
Genomic regions that are difficult to sample will be further underrepresented. Indeed, the largest single category of method discrepancies was events detected by mate-pairs in regions that had too few probes for array detection (Table 3) . A less obvious problem is the potential negative impact of over-sampling on probe quality, including the use of non-SNP probes and the increased frequency of probes placed in repetitive elements. This evident in the large number of known human CNVs unambiguously detected by mate-pairs in 090 for which the SNP array data were not statistically deviant from the array average (Figure 3 ).
For mate-pair sequencing, a main limitation was genome coverage, easily appreciated by comparing the A3A2 and A1A1 samples (Tables 1 and 2 ). However, present technology is substantially advanced over that used to obtain much of our data so that a single Illumina sequencing lane now provides sufficient coverage for three or more crossing fragments per junction. More challenging is mapping mate-pairs and making event calls. False negative calls are the most likely errors as a result of CNVs contained entirely within highly repetitive genome regions where accurate mapping is all but impossible. A special class of false negative calls might occur when the reference genome itself carries a duplication common to the studied sample. Here, mate-pairs would not detect an anomaly but array methods would still reveal the increased copy number. This phenomenon might help account for the bias of array-specific calls toward copy number gains (Table 3 and Figure 3 ).
False positive mate-pair calls are possible but much less likely when multiple independent fragments predict an event. In this context, many factors likely contribute to the seemingly large number of mate-pair specific calls. First, all calls were relative to Build 36/hg18
and need not represent true SVs. Indeed, at least once sequenced SV mapped correctly to an alternative genome assembly. Copy number neutrality might also be consistent with a mate-pair event if there were corresponding gains and losses on different alleles for which one allele escaped mate-pair detection. Most importantly, mate-pair analysis detects all manner of SVs that are invisible to arrays, including tandem repeat expansions and gain or loss of mobile genetic elements.
Recent descriptions of data from the 1000 Genomes Project and other high coverage human genome sequences highlight final limitations of both SNP arrays and low-depth mate-pair sequencing (DURBIN et al. 2010; PANG et al. 2010; SUDMANT et al. 2010) . Columns log2R and B frequency show the average log 2 of the sample to reference ratio or the average B allele frequency, respectively, followed by the number of probes in parentheses, followed by a significance value calculated using the t-test comparing all event probes to the mean value for the array: ****, p < 0.00001; ***, p < 0.0001; **, p < 0.001; *, p < 0.01.
Boldface type indicates that the event was called by the detection algorithm. For the complex A3A2 bi-allelic deletion (Chr3) and inversion with flanking duplications (Chr4), top rows give the anomalous junctions and crossing mate-pairs, while rows below give the CNV spans created by these junctions. "nd", not done; "-", not applicable. Green circles are the array log2R values of CNV regions detected by both array and mate-pairs,
